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ABSTRACT:  
 

This paper shows the potential impact of debris in space and removal of it using various techniques. In this paper we 

have discussed the method which can be used to protect the space stations and satellite from unknown partials. The 

different issues related to removal of  small debris from space have been discussed in this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

With the advancement in space technology, Satellite communication, defense sector and with the 

dream to colonize Mars had lead to more number of launches the remains of space vehicles, a dead satellite 

has lead to more number of waste in space [1-3]. Even the reusable rocket of SpaceX have some amount of 

debris in space. With the development of technology, satellite are designed to destroy itself while 

reentering into earth atmosphere  some past research shows the how the debris can be removed from space 

but  the process is valid for large size debrit as shown in figure 

 

 
                            Fig 1 . Shows debrit is catched by a net 

 

My research shows how the small debris rotating at much greater velocities can be cleaned and can 

be used in advanced applications. 

 

2. RESEARCH 
 

2.1 Current scenario :  
 

Every launch in space end with quite a good amount of space junks which is remains of space 

vehicles and dead satellite. Currently, there are about more than 13,000 objects orbiting earth as per U.S 

Space Surveillance Network which has size more than 4 inches. But the question arises what about the 
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object which is smaller than 4 inches [4-5]. With the development of space mitigation guidelines has 

limited the amount of debris in space but due to more frequency of operation in space, these guidelines will 

provide very less outcome. 

2.2 Derbies and its future: 

These debris remains in orbit and is rotating with its initial speed currently Low Earth Orbit which 

is used for communication is filled with the huge amount of junks [6-7]. Due to increase in density of 

debris led to more no of collision and has a cascading effect which leads to the creation of more number of 

small junk particles which distribute all over the area and increase the density of debris. Buy the passage of 

time this debris may enter the earth atmosphere but it will take a long very long time. Buy the time it may 

collide with active satellite which will cost a lot.    

 

Fig 2. Debris over earth surface ( the densities maybe different) 

 

2.3  Collection of small debries: 

Small debris may exist in small size and shape while orbiting it may have different velocities, 

may exist in different densities so to catch them we can not rely on methods like catching them with net 

My method show how this debris can be caught.  ( shown in Figures as Fig.3.). 

Whenever the debris arrive in contact with absorbing material due to the initial velocities of junk particle 

junk get stuck to the material due to density of material these junks loses its energy and loses its velocity 

.property of material should be stable in space environment, high boiling point, high viscosity but must be 

soft enough to absorb debris. However, due to the collision, the satellite may lose its orbit. this thing may 

develop a problem but can  be easily solved  by finely tuning the thrusters. 

Space missions are of high cost and therefore it is desirable to cut the cost off  it must be done by using 

reusable control center, while the absorbed debris with the help of thrusters can be detached and forced to 

enter earth atmosphere where it can burn easily    

Another method can be used using furrow magnetic liquid the advantage of using it that it can be 

transported easily and in zero gravity with the help of electromagnets it can be directed to have different 

shapes an examples of it is as shown in figure 4. 

However these methods have some limitations like transportations of needed material to space, space has 

very harsh environment so the material chosen may behave completely different into space. 
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3. FIGURES AND TABLES 
 

3.1  FIGURES 

 

 

Fig. 3 Example of a collection satellite  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4 Collection of small debries using furrow magnetic liquid 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 

The method used in this research paper can be used as a technology to protect space stations and 

satellite from unknown partials. The whole fusibility of this depends upon the type of material used to 

construct. The various system is used to detect the debris  like: 

    • The Russian Space Surveillance System 

    • The U.S Space Surveillance Network. 
 

These system uses mainly radars to detect debris which has its limitation that it can detect a 

particular size of debris below the particular size system comes with a huge error. My method can be used 

to destroy the harmful trajectories of debris without exactly knowing its location. 
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